This winter we introduce a new interactive feature on our website centered on the work of renowned New England architect William Ralph Emerson (1833-1917). The online database is searchable and includes information on all of Emerson’s known commissions, including those that are no longer standing and those that were never constructed. Visitors can browse or search these commissions by date, city, street, building type, or client and see a range of materials from photographs of extant buildings, to archival images from late nineteenth-century magazines, to original architectural designs. Accompanying the database is a web app with images and biographical essays celebrating the many facets of Emerson, who also was an accomplished artist, poet, lecturer, and writer.

Emerson (cousin of philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson) was a prominent and highly sought-after architect who had hundreds of commissions during his lifetime. He designed a variety of buildings from government facilities to country estates, but is best-known for his Shingle style residential architecture. His style became popular with the monied elite in the late 1800s, including renowned landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted.

The database and web app result from years of meticulous research conducted by architectural historians Cynthia Zaitzevsky, Roger Reed, and particularly 2021-22 Historic New England Research Fellow David W. Granston III. Granston’s fellowship research documented close to five hundred Emerson commissions, including four hundred previously undocumented commissions that Granston uncovered. The material these researchers assembled, along with their understanding of Emerson’s life and work, has made it possible for Historic New England to share this collection for exploration and enjoyment.
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